
Case Study on ICT and Reading Education
using Inanimate Alice



•Led by Julie Call, Middle School Reading Specialist, 
Minneapolis Public Schools

•Target Audience:
Grades 6 and 7 (ages 12-13)

•Lesson plan basis:

•“The digitally literate classroom” –Reading of Inanimate Alice

• Downloading and engaging with Episodes 1-4 over 5 days in 
June  2010

Background



Green Central Park Students
(kids)



Objectives for Students

Multi-media Content: 

• I will be able to make inferences and draw 
conclusions based on evidence from the text.

• I will be able to evaluate a piece of online media.

Language :

• I will view a digital novel, and then write and discuss
my conclusions and evaluation.



Core Questions

• How does reading a digital novel compare to reading a traditional 
text?

• Evaluate reading in print vs. multi-media/ online and compare 
and reflect on the differences;

• Make inferences and draw conclusions based on evidence from 
the text; 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of the format:
• What is done well?  
• What can be done better?
• Why is this type of reading important?



Approach

• Introduce medium using interactive whiteboard;

• Familiarize students with questions and give them 
tools with which to evaluate/ answer them; 

• Transition students to viewing on screen with partner;

• Conclude with students viewing and making critical 
inferences individually.



Student Work



Reflections on Personal Experience 
with Digital Reading

•What do you notice about Inanimate Alice?

•What does it remind you of?

•What do you wonder, or what questions do you 
have?



Results (Educator’s Views)

Though I teach in a high-poverty school, I am very fortunate to have an 
abundance of technology and access to computers!

We are finished now with Inanimate Alice, and my students have really 
enjoyed it. They are asking for more episodes! It was so wonderful seeing 
some of my most challenging students and struggling readers completely 
engaged with this text.

My goal as the Middle School Reading Specialist has been to improve 
adolescent reading achievement through increasing motivation to read and 
engagement in the reading processes. Inanimate Alice has been a very nice 
way for me to wrap up the school year with that framework in mind.

So, thank you!



Student Responses
I’ve noticed that in Inanimate Alice it’s more fun and entertaining because it 
has motion in the pictures then it gives you information/captions about what 
is happening and the settings. These characteristics make everything fun and 
easy to understand also you can get more images running through your 
head. This makes you infer and formulate new ideas. 

- Amairani, Grade 7

I noticed that the Inanimate Alice is very interesting because it isn’t a book 
and it also entertains you. I noticed that the sound effects and interesting 
images actually catch my attention and make me want to read the story. 
Many things are noticeable because the way the story is written and shown in 
a very fascinating way. Its kind of like a movie but with the words and a few 
entertaining games.

I wonder what are other games they will put on the following stories? How 
long will it take to finish the whole story? 

- Daisy, Grade 7



Student Responses
I think Inanimate Alice is fun and exciting. I cannot wait for the next episodes.  I 
have noticed that in each episode she brings up Brad.  In the first episode, it reminds 
of the first time I moved.  I will be happy to wait until the next episodes! How long 
does it take to make one episode?

- Joel, Grade 7

I’ve noticed that in Inanimate Alice there is a lot of graphic going on.  There’s a lot 
of different things you can do. You can find dolls, help her out of that building etc. 
You can even change her phone color!  Alice gets older in every episode, and Brad 
gets newer looking.  They also move in each episode.

I’m not sure what this reminds me of, but I know that it is another kind of reading. 
It’s just that you’re reading on the computer and clicking a button instead of 
turning a page. It is easier and faster to get through. It is fun to read.

I have three questions and one wondering. First, why did you make this? Second, did 
you enjoy making Inanimate Alice?  Third, when are you making Episodes 5-10?? I 
am also wondering how long it took you to make this.

- Khina, Grade 7


